
ABOUT US
Who We Are
ACTR Medical is a manufacturer and exporter company located in the heart of 
Turkey. We are positioned in city of Bursa, Turkey which is very close to seaport 
and international airport.

ACTR Medical manufactures and exports disposable protective garments like 
gowns, lab coats, scrub suits, boot covers, shoe covers, arm sleeves, caps, hoods, 
jackets, trousers and coveralls.

MISSION
Working as a partner with our customers to serve them high quality services and 
products with competitive prices for their projects.

VISION
To be a well known and value adding company for our customers in target 
countries.

VALUES
Friendship, Honesty, Confidence, Cooperation

What We Do
ACTR Medical manufactures and exports disposable protective garments like 
gowns, lab coats, scrub suits, boot covers, shoe covers, arm sleeves, caps, hoods, 
jackets, trousers and coveralls. We are a trusted disposable protective garments 
contract manufacturer in Turkey. 

With vast know-how on disposable protective garments, ACTR Medical can help 
companies to source their needs with desired quality, in budget and on time.

ACTR Medical has solid advantages like quick response time as we have an 
experienced team, reliability and quality as we have all production phases under 
our control, great price as we work with reliable raw material suppliers. 

We are not only selling products, we are serving solutions to our customers.

What We Offer
ACTR Medical offers to manufacture right products with desired quality and 
competitive prices.

ACTR Medical is here to make safe and calm sourcing environment for you. A lot of 
companies want to have reliable contract manufacturers and ACTR Medical is one 
of the best options for your company.

Moreover, we help you with logistics matters and taking care that sourcing goes 
regularly as per your purchase planning.



CAPABILITIES
Design
At ACTR Medical, we are capable to design disposable protective 
garments according to customers' needs. With our experienced team, we are here 
to design reliable products with competitive prices.

Molding
In this section, molds and technical drawings for all our products are prepared. This 
is where samples and production process starts. 

Product design, modeling and technical drawing files are created on AutoCAD. 
Sample and manufacturing processes are done according to this technical drawing.

Cutting
All the raw and auxiliary materials layout and cutting processes are done 
automatically with full automatic layout and cutter machine. Because the cutter is 
operating within vacuum, it removes fabric particles that come as a byproduct of 
cutting which affect the product safety. In addition to that, with almost 99% of 
process efficiency of the cutter, the tolerances in the process and the environmental 
impact is minimized.

Sewing
We are capable to manufacture disposable protective garments with ultrasonic 
welding and overlock stitching. We have capacity to produce 10000 units of gowns 
per day, which can respond to current customer demand. 

Contract Manufacturing
ACTR Medical is a trusted disposable protective garments contract manufacturer in 
Turkey. We are capable to design and manufacture disposable protective garments 
with desired quality, in budget and on time.

Our target is to serve solutions to our customers. We are at your service to offer 
you a calm sourcing environment.


